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As Graeme Downes noted in his abstract for the conference from 
which this book is derived, it is important to "render notions of national 
identity problematic or discomforting" in the interests of avoiding the 
homogenization of diverse expressions of place and identity, and 
inappropriate expressions of jingoistic patriotism. The term "Kiwi music" 
is an example of a term often used to denote New Zealand national 
identity in music, and one which needs problematizing. It is also an 
indicator of what Downes calls "prescribed and comfortable notions of 
national identity" which are usually fixed and stereo typically exclusive, 
rather than accommodating important aspects of indigeneity and changing 
patterns of migration. 
In 2007, I was asked to contribute an entry on "Kiwi rock" to the 
Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the World. I agreed on the condition 
that I could re-title it "New Zealand rock." It seems a small distinction, but 
the term "Kiwi" has become something of an easy, lazy marker of New 
Zealandness that has a predominantly Pakeha cast, and which not only 
does not usually acknowledge Maori identities, but excludes the numerous 
other hyphenated identities which exist in AotearoalNew Zealand. The NZ 
On Air series Kiwi Hit Discs, a monthly selection of tracks for radio play 
featuring popular New Zealand musicians, is arguably an example of this 
rather jingoistic use of the term applied to music. Granted, the series also 
includes occasional instalments of Maori music called "Iwi Hit Discs," 
which looks suspiciously as if "iwi" is being subsumed into "Kiwi"- just 
because it rhymes doesn't make it any more palatable. The radio station 
Kiwi FM prides itself on playing only New Zealand music, but DJs rarely 
back-announce or identify what they play, a frustrating omission which 
ahnost seems to defeat the station's purpose. The distinction between 
nationally-defmed forms of music and radically self-determining expressions 
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of music produced in "outsider" New Zealand music (such as Coco Solid's 
"half caste" hip hop, to use just one of numerous examples), which have a 
much more artistic and incisive connection to New Zealand topographies, 
finds resonances in the militant Maori hip hop of Te Kupu, who has used 
film as well as music to explore extensively his alliances with indigenous 
and minority hip hop communities throughout the world. In an interview I 
did with him in Sydney in 2007, he addressed the issue of Kiwi-ism: 
Why are we called Kiwis? Why are you so proud of being a Kiwi? Can't 
you be Maori? Unless they're not all Maori, but just Kiwi things, just those 
ideologies, philosophical things that I see being pushed around. I'm so 
wary of this Kiwism. . that national identity that everyone's a Kiwi. 
People that come from overseas, from Iraq perhaps, or Afghanistan, if they 
come to the country: 'If you're gonna live here, you gotta be a Kiwi' ... 
What is that? We're gonna be Maori, man, we're not no Kiwis. But the 
majority of Maori people call themselves Kiwis. They've been 
brainwashed into this Kiwi mentality, which is the mainstream mentality.! 
This complacent concept of a mainstream Kiwism also resonates with 
a statement made on the New Zealand Experimental Poetry website by 
Lyttleton-based noise musician Bruce Russell, a long-time member of the 
Dead C, an experimental music group with arguably more of an international 
profile than a national one: 
There's this thing call ed 'kiwi' music and it's not the same as New 
Zealand music. The kind of music that's being sold to New Zealand as a 
cultural expression [is what's] acceptable to commercial radio programmers. 
That baldly is how it works. I'm not saying that's wrong and ought never 
to be done, but somebody's got to be prepared to put a bit of money 
towards people who are prepared to do things for artistic reasons.2 
This reading of "Kiwi music" as narrowly commercial further resonates 
with a highly reductive 1994 article by Roy Shuker and Michael Pickering 
entitled "Kiwi Rock: Popular Music and Cultural Identity in New 
Zealand"- a title already indicative of a homogenization of the diversity 
of New Zealand music into one amorphous, synthetic genre, "Kiwi rock." 
Here the authors dismiss most New Zealand music before the 1990s as 
I Te Kupu, interview by author, October 2007. 
2 Bruce Russell, "Biography," NZ Electronic Poetry Centre Website, 
http://www.nzepc.auckland.ac.nz. 




